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Abstract. In this study, the value of different experiences obtained from 
operations was defined as worker experience. From this viewpoint, we have 
developed a novel method to evaluate graphical user interfaces (GUI) for next-
generation control systems for social infrastructure. Beyond the traditional 
concept of ease of use, this method aims to introduce a sense of worth gained by 
operations and instill some sense of motivation to work through the GUI 
design, which will provide GUI designers a new viewpoint. In this paper, this 
method was adapted to application software to use it more practically, and the 
GUIs of two different systems are evaluated. 
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1 Introduction 

It is extremely important that social infrastructure systems such as plant control 
systems and IT systems are efficiently and stably operated. Most operations are 
processed through interaction between operators and systems via computer screens. 
Therefore, the interface—the system’s graphical user interface (GUI)—plays an 
extremely important role. 

The GUIs of such systems have mostly been evaluated and implemented from the 
viewpoint of ease of use so that operators can avoid overlooking or misreading 
important parameters, spot alerts quickly and make decisions accurately. Because of 
these efforts, current GUIs realise a very high ease of use. However, the next-
generation GUI is expected to enrich operators experience in work and enhance their 
motivation for the job and for teamwork. Thus, GUI designers are interested in the 
psychological effect of GUI on the operators. 

In this study, we define these operators’ experience as worker experience (WX) on 
the basis user experience (UX), the details of which are described in the next section. 
In addition, this study aims to construct a novel method to evaluate the GUI of a 
central control system for social infrastructure from the viewpoint of WX, which will 
support GUI designers in designing GUIs for systems that effectively give operators a 
good experience at work. 
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2 Procedure to Evaluate a System’s GUI from the Viewpoint of 
WX 

UX is defined in ISO9241-210:2010[1] as a person’s perceptions and responses 
resulting from the use and/or anticipated use of a product, system or service. This  
is a concept that includes all of the experience with respect to the use of products  
and services. This study applies the concept of UX and proposes the concept of 
WX—defined here as ‘worker’s perceptions resulting from a particular task’. 

Evaluating systems or methods at work from the viewpoints of WX is, in other 
words, evaluating how systems or methods can increase the value of operators’ 
experiences from work. In this study, we specially focus on a work environment 
where a large system is managed via a computer screen, then embody WX in this 
situation and finally build the process to evaluate the system’s GUI from the 
viewpoints of WX.  

As stated above, UX is a concept of including work experiences in which users use 
products and services. Similarly, WX is a concept of including experiences in which 
workers use the system’s GUI. Therefore, in the evaluation processes, a wide range of 
factors has to be discussed at the same time. In order to do so, this study introduces 
the performance shaping factor (PSF) model, which is well known in human error 
research, into the evaluation of a system’s GUI from the viewpoint of WX. The PSF 
refers to the various factors that influence human performance. In particular, human 
error researchers have focused on ‘bad factors’ which cause bad experiences for 
operators. In this research area, on the basis of the idea that the condition of the PSF 
can change the possibility of human error, a method to extract, analyses and control 
the PSF has been developed and applied in practical fields. Fig. 2 shows the structure 
of influence from PSF on human error.  

 

Fig. 1. Structure of influence of PSF on human error 

On the other hand, there are also some ‘good factors’ that influence human 
performance. This study focuses on such factors and explores a method to extract, 
analyse and control the PSF that is a reason for good experiences of operators, based 
on the idea that the condition of the PSF can raise the expectation that the operators 
are motivated, delighted, confident and so on. Fig. 2 shows the structure of the 
influence of the PSF on WX. 
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Fig. 2. Structure of influence of PSF on WX 

On the basis of this structure, this study attempts to establish a method to evaluate 
the system’s GUI from the viewpoint of WX. In this process, we adopt the GUI of an 
IT management system as a case study. Thus, the PSF corresponds to the design 
elements of the system’s GUI that relate to the operator’s good experience. The 
evaluation method enables an estimation to be made of the WX that is expected in the 
work of IT management by evaluating the state of each PSF. The perspective of this 
method is shown in Fig. 3. The specific process to establish the method is described 
below. 

 

Fig. 3. Grand design of evaluation method 

A) Embodiment of WX 
First of all, it is necessary to identify what can be considered to be WX for the 

operator in a given situation. In order to embody WX from as many viewpoints as 
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possible, we prepare a framework in a matrix which is structured by the cognitive axis 
and the psychological axis. Further details are given in Section 3. 

B) Abstract of the PSF linked to each WX 
Second, we link the abstract of the PSF to each WX that was embodied in the 

previous step. Then, the PSF is abstracted by considering the design factors for realising 
each WX, such as what the design factors of the GUI satisfy or enhance in the particular 
WX. Furthermore, the design factors are considered through four layers: requirement, 
architecture, framework and surface. Further details are given in Section 4. 

C) Establishing the method to estimate WX from PSF scoring 
Each PSF abstracted in the previous step is set as an item in the checklist, and it is 

used for evaluation. By determining whether the evaluation target GUI meets each 
item, the result, which is how much of WX will be realised by the GUI in the work, is 
estimated. Further details are given in Section 5. 

3 Embodiment of WX 

In order to effectively manage large systems, it is important that operators have 
positive feelings towards their work, such as high level of motivation, concentration 
and satisfaction. Therefore, we focus on the following three psychological theories to 
define the items on the axis of the framework to embody WX. 

A) Inntrinsic Motivation (Deci, 1972) [2] 
As the elements of intrinsic motivation, the following are given: interest, curiosity, 

originality, amazement, challenge, accomplishment, meeting other’s expectations, 
confidence, ostentation, superiority, expectation, attachment and emotional 
connection. We set these items on the psychological axis. 

B) Flow Theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) [3] 
The flow theory states that the concentration and devotion towards activities lead 

to pleasure. Therefore, we also set the item of concentration on the psychological 
axis. 

C) Need-Press Theory (Murray, 1938) [4] 
According to Murray’s need-press theory, a person’s psychological desires are 

categorised in 27 items. We added the items—minus 6 items (structure, order, 
imitation, clarification, caring, request, reaction) that are caused not by internal 
factors but by external factors (pain, reward, penalty)—to the items on the 
psychological axis. 

A revised total of 17 items are set on the psychological axis to embody WX. In this 
study, these items are classified into the following four aspects so that the result of 
evaluation can be easily understandable: pleasure, sense of worth, comfort, 
relationship (Table 1). 
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WX is embodied from several perspectives by filling in each cell of the matrix 
framework. This method also gives example sentences to appropriately and easily 
support embodying of each WX. Parts of example sentences are shown in Table 3.  

Table 3. Example sentences to support embodying of WX 

 
 

We embodied WX in the domain of IT management by using the framework. By 
filling in each cell of this matrix with the views of practical operators, a concrete WX 
was obtained as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Embodied WX in the work of an IT management operation 

 

4 Abstraction of PSF Linked to WX 

Next, the factors that contribute to each WX that was embodied in the previous step 
are abstracted. According to the five-layer model of Garrett [5], the elements of GUI 
that exert influence are classified by using four layers: requirement, architecture, 
framework and surface. Thus, we abstract the GUI elements that contribute to each 
WX from these four perspectives as the PSFs with GUI designers (Table 5). 
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Table 5. Five-layer model 

 

Table. 6. shows the abstracted PSFs for each layer that contribute to WX [You 
want to look (the information from the screen)]. 

Table 6. Extracted PSFs in evaluation of the GUI of IT management system 

 

5 Development of the Evaluation Method 

A checklist to determine whether the GUI meets each PSF is complied by using the 
PSFs abstracted in the previous step. Each item on the checklist is evaluatedand the 
evaluation result is computed. The result suggests which PSFs are satisfied, which 
aspects of WX could be realised, and how much of WX in total could be realised. 
Each item on the checklist is judged and quantified as follows. If a GUI satisfies a 
PSF perfectly, it is judged as ‘Perfect’. If a GUI satisfies a PSF partially, it is judged 
as ‘Partial’. And, if a GUI does not satisfy a PSF at all, it is judged as ‘None’. This 
method outputs the following four indices as the evaluation result. 

1) Index of sufficiency level of PSF 
The index of sufficiency level of PSF suggests which PSFs are satisfied and to 

what degree they are satisfied. The result is visualised as shown in Table 7, in which 
the sufficiency levels are expressed in different colours. Thus, we can easily 
understand which of PSFs are satisfied absolutely or partially or never. This index 
shows the evaluation result in more detail than any of the other indices. 

Table 7. Sufficiency level of PSF of the GUI for an IT management system 
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2) Index of satisfaction level of WX 
The index of satisfaction level of WX suggests which WX can be realised by using 

the GUI in the work. This index is calculated by the following procedure. According 
to the evaluation of each PSF of four layers that contributes to a particular WX, the 
score is given as follows: the PSF judged to be ‘Perfect’ is given as 1.0, the PSF 
judged to be ‘Partial’ is given as 0.5, the PSF judged to be ‘None’ is given as 0.0. 
Moreover, when all the PSFs of the four layers are judged to be ‘Perfect’, a bonus 
score is added. The total WX score is calculated as follows: WX 20 20 2020 20 (1) 

Accordingly, WX is estimated from 0 [%] to 100 [%]. This visualised result can be 
expressed as shown in Table 8. We can easily understand which WX has high 
expectations of being realised and which one could not be realised.  

Table 8. Satisfaction level of WX at work using the GUI for an IT management system [%] 

 
 
 

3) Index of satisfaction level of each aspect of WX [%] 
The index of satisfaction level of each of the four aspects of WX suggests which 

aspect of WX is expected to be realised. This index helps us understand the evaluation 
result more easily. It is given by calculating the average of each WX score that 
belongs to a particular aspect (see Table 8). The result is expressed by the chart 
shown in Fig. 5. In this case, in which the GUI for IT management system is 
evaluated, we can understand from the result that the WX concerning pleasure, sense 
of worth and comfort has a high expectation of being realised. However, the WX 
concerning relationship has a low expectation of being realised by using the GUI. 
Thus, it is suggested that the GUI could be improved by focusing on this aspect, so 
that a higher level of WX could be achieved.  
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